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We examine the effects of nonstationarityon the performanceof multiserver queueing systems with exponential service times
and sinusoidal Poisson input streams. Our primaryobjective is to determinewhen and how a stationarymodel may be used as an
approximationfor a nonstationarysystem. We focus on a particularquestion: How nonstationarycan an arrival process be
before a simple stationaryapproximationfails? Our analysis reveals that stationarymodels can seriously underestimatedelays
when the actual system is only modestly nonstationary. Other findings include confirmationand elaborationof S. M. Ross's
conjecturethat expected delays increase with nonstationarity,and the identificationof easily computedand tight lower and upper
bounds for expected delay and the probabilityof delay. These empiricalresults are based on a series of computerexperimentsin
which the differential equations governing system behavior are solved numerically.

In

most real service systems, the customer demand
process is nonstationary.Examples can be found
in Edie (1954), Koopman(1972), Segal (1974), Kolesar
et al. (1975), Kleinrock (1976), Kolesar (1984) and
Landauerand Becker (1989). Indeed, it is difficult to
imagineactualservice systemsin which arrivalsare truly
stationary,yet virtuallyall theoreticalqueueingmodels
make this assumption.This is not surprisingbecausethe
mathematicsof nonstationarystochasticprocesses is so
complex that analyticalresults are very limited. Moreover, theoreticianssince Erlanghimself have presumed
thatstationarymodelscan be used to assist managersand
designerswho mustdeal with a nonstationaryworld (see
Brockmeyer,Halstromand Jensen 1948).
Of course, if the arrivalprocess is strongly nonstationary, a sensible analysis will have to deal with it
explicitly. In practice, several approacheshave been
employed. First, one can isolate the period of peak
arrivals and carry out a separate (stationary)analysis
using as the arrivalrate some averageof the arrivalrate
duringthe peak period. Second, the entire time period
can be segmentedwith average arrival rates estimated
for each segment and used as inputs to a series of
independent(and stationary)analyses. Third, the nonstationarityof the actualprocess may be explicitlycaptured
in a simulation model. The choice among these approaches, decisions about how to execute them (how
long a peak period, how many segments, etc.) and the
utility of these approachesdepend on an understanding
of how nonstationarityaffects the accuracyof stationary
approximations.This paperproposesto contributeto that
understandingby focusing on what appears to be a
fundamentalquestion:How nonstationarycan an arrival
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process be before a simple stationaryapproximation
fails? Our ongoing researchbuildson the work reported
here and deals explicitly with issues, such as the accuracy of peak period analyses and segmentedanalyses.
Resultson these will be reportedin subsequentpapers.
There appearsto be a broad agreementamong theoreticiansand practitionersthat if the arrivalrate fluctuations are mild, they can be ignored and a standard
stationaryanalysisused. Yet, there has been no exploration of what level of nonstationarityis sufficiently
mild for this to be true. Furthermore,thoughit is widely
believed that delays increase as nonstationarityof the
arrivalsincreases,there has been no proof of this even
for the simplestMarkoviansingle-servermodel. In fact,
the literaturedoes not containa generaldefinitionof the
degree of nonstationarity.(Even the existenceof a limiting distributionfor the waiting-timeprocess for the
single-serverqueue with periodicPoisson inputwas not
provenuntil Harrisonand Lemoine 1977.)
Thus, the questionof when a stationarymodel may be
reasonablyused to estimateperformancefor a nonstationarysystem is clearly of practicalas well as theoretical importance.There are situationsin which use of a
stationarymodel can lead to bad decision making,e.g.,
by suggestingtwo few servers to meet the desiredperformance. This may even be true when the stationary
model is used in a more sophisticatedmanner,e.g., with
time segmentation(see Green and Kolesar 1989). Yet,
approachesthatexplicitlymodel nonstationarity,such as
Monte Carlo simulationsor numericalsolution of the
differentialequationsof the system, can be quiteonerous
in modeling and computationaleffort, especially for
systems with a large numberof servers.
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The major goal of this paper is to gain a better
understandingof how nonstationarityaffects delays in
queueing systems and, hence, to provide insights and
guidelines on when nonstationaritycan safely be ignored, and, perhapsmore importantly,when it cannot.
Although there is a substantialliteraturedealing with
nonstationaryqueues, therehas been no systematicstudy
of this issue. Most of the literatureprimarilyconcerns
numericalsolutionsof either exact (see, e.g., Koopman
1972, Luchak1957) or approximate(see, e.g., Rothkopf
and Oren 1979, Clark 1981) differentialequations of
nonstationarysystems. Primeamongthe few papersthat
addressthe behaviorof nonstationarysystems relativeto
theirstationarycounterpartsis thatof Ross (1978) which
puts forth two conjectures:First, that in a single-server
infinitecapacityqueueingsystem, the "more nonstationary" the arrivalprocess, the greaterthe averagedelay.
Second, thatin a finite capacitymodel, the proportionof
lost customersis greaterwhen arrivalsare nonstationary
thanwhen they are stationary.Rolski (1981) proves that
the average delay is at least as large in an infinite
capacity, single-server system with nonstationary
Poissonarrivalsas it is in the comparableM/G/1 queue.
Heyman (1982) shows that the average delay does not
necessarily increase as the arrival process becomes
" He also shows by a counter"more nonstationary.
examplethat the second conjectureis not always valid.
However, Rolski (1984) proves that the second Ross
conjectureis true for pure loss systems with exponential
service times and one or two servers, while Svoronos
and Green (1988) show that for single-serverloss systems with exponentialservice times andperiodicPoisson
input,the proportionof losses is convex increasingin the
amplitude.Newell (1968, 1971) uses a diffusionapproximationto examinethe dynamicbehaviorof a queueing
system in which the arrival rate increases at a nearly
constantrate to a maximumthat exceeds the (constant)
service rate, and then decreases. He found that there
exists a characteristictime T prior to the peak of the
arrivalrate such that for t <<T, the queue distribution
stays close to the equilibriumdistributionthat would
prevailif the systemwere stationarywith the arrivalrate
at time t. Newell (1971) also presents approximations
for use when the distribution stays close to the
"quasiequilibrium. "
In this paper, we numericallyinvestigatethe behavior
of multiserver,exponentialqueueingsystems with sinusoidal Poisson input. This class of models was chosen
because the exact differentialequationsfor the steadystate probabilitiescan readily be solved numerically
and because this easily parameterizedarrival process
captures the essence of many actual periodic arrival
processes. (In our own work on real-world queueing
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problems in police patrol, firefighting, banks, and
telecommunicationswe have encounteredarrival rate
processeswith strongunipeakeddaily cycles.)
The only resultswe foundthatare in the same spiritas
ours appearin RothkopfandOren(1979). As an application of their closure approximationmethodfor systems
with nonstationaryMarkovianqueues, they note some
effects of sinusoidalinput on the behaviorof the time
averagemeannumberin the systemas the amplitudeand
arrivalrate increase.
Our findingsinclude:1) a numericalconfirmationand
extensionof Ross's conjectureto the effect thatexpected
delay is convex increasingin the amplitudeof the arrival
process, 2) the establishmentof easy-to-computetight
upper bounds for the probabilityof delay and expected
delay that provide a simple method for boundingthe
errorsproducedby any estimate,includingthe stationary
one, and 3) overwhelmingevidence that if a queueing
system has a periodic arrival process with a relative
amplitude(amplitudenormalizedby the averagearrival
rate) of only 10% (which is not obviously very nonstationary), a stationarymodel is likely to produce poor
estimates of performance.In an attemptto understand
better what factors contributeto making performance
difficult to predict from a stationarymodel, we also
explore the effects of traffic intensity, system size and
event frequency(i.e., the expected numberof arrivals
and departures per cycle) on relative system
performance.
Following a descriptionof our researchmethodology
in Section 1, we present our results in Section 2. In
Section 3, we use these findingsto explorethe accuracy
of a completely stationary approximation under various

conditions.We concludein Section4 with a summaryof
our findingsand the resultingconjectures.
1. METHODOLOGY
1.1. Evaluation of Performance Measures

Our numerical results were obtained by solving the
following set of differentialequationsfor the M(t)/M/s
system:
p0(t) = - X(t) p0(t) + /Lp1(t)
pn(t) = X(t)pn_1(t) + (n + i)Opn+i(t)
-(X(t)+n,u)Pn(t),

1,<n<s

pn(t) = X(t)Pn 1(t) +spiPn+1(t)
n >,s
+ St)pMt),
-(\(t
where X(t) is the arrivalrateat time t, whichwe assume
varies accordingto a sinusoid, ,u is the service rate, and
pn(t) is the probabilityof n customersin the system at
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time t. We will assume that X= T X(t)dt/T<si,,
where T is the periodof the sinusoidor the cycle length.
Thus, the system will develop a periodic steady-state
behavior(see Heymanand Whitt 1984).
The numericalintegrationwas performedusing the
InternationalMath-ScienceLibrarysubroutineDVERK
whichrecursivelyuses fifth- andsixth-orderRunge-Kutta
methods. The length of the recursioninterval is determined internallyso that a user specified global error is
not exceeded. Our integrationswere usually initialized
using the steady-stateM/M/s solution obtained with
X(0)as the stationaryarrivalrate.
In orderto obtainan accuratesolutionfor the infinite
capacitysystem, we truncatedthe numberof equations
employedby followinga methodsuggestedin Odoniand
Roth (1983). A maximumdimensionof N is used by
DVERKas the numberof equationsto be solved on the
first call. After each subsequentcall of DVERK(having
solved N' < N equations),the probabilitypN (t) of a
saturatedsystem is comparedto a specified small number, e (e.g., e = 10-8). If pN'(t) is larger than c, the
numberof equationssolved at the next call is increased
by m (e.g., m = 5). Conversely, if both pN,(t) and
are less than c, N' is reducedby m for the
PN, -m(t)
next call.
For conceptualconvenience and ease of discussion,
we assume that a cycle is 24 hours. DVERK is called
every five minuteson the simulatedclock and the solution vector of state probabilitiesis used to calculatethe
probabilityof all servers busy and the expectednumber
in the queue. Thus, each cycle is divided into 288
five-minutesegments. (Test cases reveal that the daily
average measures of performanceobtainedby using a
five-minutegrid yield identical results to five decimal
places as comparedto those obtainedby using a oneminutegrid.)
Figure 1 shows a typical graph of the time-varying
probabilitythat all servers are busy (probabilitybusy)
produced by this method. We observe first that the
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where Pdi is the probabilitythat all serversare busy at
the startof segment i.
Similarly, the daily average expected delay is
definedas
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probabilitybusy peak occursafterthe peak in the arrival
rateprocess, and second, thatthe probabilitybusy curve
is clearly not a sinusoid.In particular,it is not symmetric, displayinga shortertime from maximumto minimumthenvice versa. (In the case shownin Figure 1, the
time frompeakof probabilitybusy to the minimumvalue
is about 11.5 hours.) These patternswere evidentin the
other cases we examinedas well. Furtherwork on the
behaviorof time-varyingmeasuresand relatedimplications for using stationarymodels will be reportedin a
subsequentpaper.
In this paper, we focus on three key performance
measures:the daily (customeraverage)expecteddelay,
the daily averagequeue length, and the daily (customer
average) probabilityof delay. We use these composite
measures, ratherthan time dependentones, so that we
can comparethe performanceof the nonstationarysystems to their stationarycounterparts.In addition to
customeraverages,we also examinedtime averagemeasures (e.g., the probabilityof all serversbusy) for which
we reachthe same conclusions.Since customeraverages
are more commonlyused for managingsystems, e.g.,
for capacityplanning,we displayour resultsfor these in
this paper.
For nonstationarysystems, we calculate these measures by averagingthe instantaneousmeasuresprovided
at the 288 time segmentsof the five-minutegrid. Assuming that segment 1 begins at midnightand that segments
are numberedconsecutively,let Xibe the averagearrival
rate at the startof segment i, so that X= Zi288
-1 X1i/288.
Let pni be the probabilitythat n customersare in the
system at the startof segment i. Then the daily average
probabilityof delay is definedas
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Figure 1. Probabilityof all serversbusy versus time.
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where N is the maximum allowable system size as
specified in the DVERKcomputerprogramand Wqi is
the expecteddelay for a customerarrivingat the startof
segment i. From Little's formula, the expected queue
length is Lq = XWq. For the stationarymodels, we
obtain the usual long-run measures from the equations
for the M/M/s system.
1.2. Experimental Strategy

The generic model used in our study has four parameters. These are s, the numberof identical exponential
servers, i, the service rate of each server, X, the daily
average arrivalrate, and A (> 0) the amplitudeof the
sinusoidalarrivalprocess given by
X(t) =X+A cos(27rt/24).
Withoutloss of generality,the period is assumedto be
24 hours.
The interpretationof the parametersand their various
combinationsis key to understandingour experimental
strategyand results. Consistentwith tradition,the average traffic intensity, p = Xl/s, measures the average
load on the system, and s, the numberof servers, is
a fundamentalmeasure of system size. We will also
use the measure of maximumtraffic intensity, Pmax=
(X + A)/sA. The amplitudeof the arrivalprocess, A, is
intuitivelya measureof the nonstationarity,though we
often foundit more useful to discuss our resultsin terms
of the relativeamplitude,RA = A / X, which normalizes
the amplitudewith respect to the average arrival rate.
Relative amplitude provides a uniform scale for the
degree of nonstationaritywhich varies between0 and 1,
and thus allows for easier comparisonof results across
differentsystems. Anotherpossible measureof nonstationarityis the frequencyof events per cycle as measuredby both ) and A, the averagearrivaland departure
rates. This idea will be discussedfurtherin Section2.
In the specific model instancesinvestigated,we select
parametervalues with X< sA to assurethe existenceof a
limitingdistribution(see Heymanand Whitt 1984), and
X- A > 0 so that X(t) > 0 for all t. Aside from these
constraints,our choices of experimentalmodels were
governed by three major considerations-correspondence to actualservice systems, a desire to be as general
as possible, and computationalfeasibility.
We began our experimentson a set of trial models
with whose results we did a preliminaryexplorationof
the effects of varyingthe amplitudeand frequencyof the
arrivalprocess, as well as the roles of traffic intensity
and system size on behavior. The resultsof these initial
runs confirmedsome hypotheses, modified others, and
gave one negativeresult.
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We then specified a broaderrange of experimental
runs that would confirmour modifiedset of conjectures
over a wide range of conditions. Though numerical
results can never truly prove a result, our intentwas to
cover a broadenoughspectrumof modelsto constitutea
very convincing case. This spectrum of models was
based on four serviceratesreflectingtime rangesthatwe
had experiencedin real-worldapplicationsof queueing
theory.
1. A = 0.2, or equivalentlya mean service time of 5
hours, representssituationssuch as field maintenance
or service of mechanicalsystemsor processingtimes
for some chemicalbatchproductionsystems.
2. A = 2, or equivalentlymean service times of half an
hour, correspondsto some emergencysystems, such
as police, fire or ambulanceservices.
3. A = 20, or equivalentlya mean service time of 3
minutes, approximatescertain factory operationsor
transactiontimes for automaticteller machines.
4. A = 200, whichgives meanservicetimes of a thirdof
a minute, reflects operationsin some computerand
telecommunications
systems.
For each of these valuesof A, we designeda targetset of
modelsthatspansa rangefromlow (0.25) to high (0.75)
averagetrafficintensities,a rangeof relativeamplitudes
from 0 to 1, and a range of system sizes from 1 to 12
servers.
Each experimentalmodel can be viewed as a point in
the four dimensionalspace X,it, s, A. Our originalgoal
was to experiment at extreme and interpolation points

of this space. Unfortunately,due to computational
limitations, we were unableto carryout all runsin this target
range of experiments.For systems with a high value
of it (20 or 200), high traffic intensity, high relative
amplitudeand many servers, the CPU time needed to
accurately estimate the limiting distributionsat peak
congestiongrew beyondpracticallimits.
A few words aboutthe natureof these limitations:As
with stationarysystems, in these models the numberof
customersin the system expandswithoutbound as the
trafficintensityapproaches1, yet our computerprogram
was limited to a maximum of 600 customers in the
system. Worse, in highly nonstationarysystems, a large
excess of customerscan arriveduringa peak periodand
drive up the numberof customersin the system even
when the average traffic intensity is moderate. Moreover, in systemsthatare otherwisewell behaved,a large
numberof serverswould often take us beyondthe maximum numberof customersin the system even when the
traffic intensityand relative amplitudewere moderate.
On the other hand, for some of the systems with slow
service rates (e.g., A = 0.2), service times are so long
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thatthe numberof periodsneededbeforethe stateprobabilities approach the limiting periodic steady-state
behaviorwas intolerablylarge.
As an alternative, we adopted (or, if you will,
retreatedto) an experimentalstrategyin which for each
hypothesisto be tested we selected a central test case
and several surrounding test cases that would confirm
the resultat a point inside our experimentaldomainand
demonstratethatit also holds for perturbationsfrom this
point in each parameter.These runs are describedin the
following sections. A data set listing the results for all
experimentalruns in this exercise is containedin Green
and Kolesar (1990) and may be obtained from the
authors.
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Figure 2. Expected delay versus relative amplitude
when A = 2 and s = 6.

2. EFFECTS OF NONSTATIONARITY

Do delaysincreaseas the arrivalprocessbecomes "more
nonstationary?"In addressingthis question,it is importantto note that "degreeof nonstationarity"is not a well
defined concept. For a sinusoidal-Poissonarrival process, it is intuitivethat for a fixed average rate X, the
larger the amplitude, the greater the nonstationarity.
In his 1978 paper, Ross suggested that the frequency
of events per cycle is also a measureof nonstationarity.
In particular,he discussed a queueing system with a
Poisson arrival process that alternates between two
arrival rates (states) according to a continuous-time
Markovprocess, and he arguedthat "intuitively," the
more frequentthe transitionsbetweenthe two states, the
"more stationary"the process. Thus, we will consider
both amplitudeand frequencyas measuresof nonstationarity. We first investigate the effects of amplitudeon
delays. For ease of comparisonamong systems, most of
the following discussionwill be in terms of the relative
amplitude, RA = A /)X.

to estimate expected delays. Looking at the top curve
which correspondsto an average traffic intensity of
0.75, we see that with a relativeamplitudeof only 1/3,
the actualexpecteddelay (0.308) is more thantwice that
of the stationaryexpected delay (0.141). At a relative
amplitudeof 100%, the actual expected delay is more
thanten times the stationaryestimate.
Figure 3 illustratesthe effect of relativeamplitudeon
the probabilityof delay for the same parametervalues
just discussed. Though we again observe a monotone
deteriorationin performanceas relative amplitudeincreases, the curves level off since the probabilityof
delay is boundedabove by 1.
2.2. Frequency of Events

We next considerthe effects on delaysof increasesin the
frequency of events. To do this, we assume that the
cycle length T is fixed (at 24 hours)andthatthe number
of servers s is fixed, and we examinecases in which we

2.1. Amplitude

Figure2 illustratesour majorexperimentalresulton the
effects of amplitude-expected delay is convex increasing with amplitude.Moreover, the greater the traffic
intensity, the steeper the rate of increase. The figure
illustrates these findings for our central test case of
X= 6, A = 2 and s = 6, and in addition shows expected
delay curves for several othervalues of Xcorresponding
to averagetraffic intensitiesrangingfrom 0.25 to 0.75.
Such graphsgeneratedfor other models includingcases
with A = 0.2, 2, 20; X =3, 6, 7.8, 9; and s = 3, 6, 9
confirmthis result for perturbationsof parametervalues
from our centralcase of A = 2, X= 6, s= 6.
The convexity and the steepness of the curves have
strong implicationsfor the appropriatenessof using a
stationarymodel based on the daily averagearrivalrate
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Figure 3. Probabilitydelay versus relative amplitude
when A = 2 and s = 6.
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This result was first conjecturedby Grassmann(1983)
for the M/M/s queueas a consequenceof the convexity
of the mean queue size with respect to the arrivalrate.
The intuitionhere is obtainedby notingthat when X and
,u are both large, the numberof events duringany given
small interval At becomes so large that the system
approachessteady-statebehaviorduring At. As At -O 0,
X(t) for t e ( t', t' + A t) for any given t' will be almost
constant.Thus, as frequencygoes to infinity, the overall
expected queue length approachesthe expectationover
time of the expected queue length in a system that at
every time t behaves like a stationaryM/M/s with
arrivalrate X(t).
Another interestingobservationseen in Figure 4 is
thatthe rate of increaseof expectedqueuelengthis quite
sharpso that the upperboundbehaviorstartsappearing
even at moderate average arrival rates-at about 5
arrivalsper hour in this case.
In Figure 5, the maximumtraffic intensityis greater
thanone andwe see thatexpectedqueuelengthis convex
increasingin the frequencyof arrivals.Graphsgenerated
for other systems in which Pmaxis greater than one,
including models with 3 and 6 servers and relative
amplitudesof 0.5 and 1.0, confirmedthis finding.
Now we consider how the probability of delay
behaves as a function of arrival frequency. Not surprisingly, we found that there exists an upper bound
analogousto (7) for the probabilityof delay. That is, as
oo (or T-- oo), the probabilityof delay approaches
Pd=

XT

X(t)pd(X(t)) dt

(8)

where Pd(X(t)) is the Erlangdelay formulafor a stationary system; see, e.g., Gross and Harris (1985). However, unlikeour resultfor expecteddelay, (8) resultsin a
finite upper bound even when Pmaxexceeds one. This
was confirmedempiricallyfor all of the more than 300
modelsthatwe examined.Figure6 shows the probability
of delay versus the frequencycurve for a system with
Pmaxless thanone, and Figure 7 for a system with Pmax
greaterthanone.
3. ACCURACYOF THESIMPLESTATIONARY
APPROXIMATION
We next examine the implicationsof using a stationary
model basedon the daily averagearrivalrate to estimate
delays in a nonstationarysystem. That is, how good an
approximationis obtainedby ignoringthe nonstationarity? More specifically, we are interestedin determining
underwhatconditions,if any, this stationaryapproximation will yield reasonablyaccurate results for the expected delay and the probability of delay. Thus, in
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Figure 6. Probabilityof delay versus frequencyof arrivals when s = 1, RA - 1 and p = 0.25.
addition to exploring accuracy as a function of the
degree of nonstationarity(i.e., amplitudeand frequency
of the arrival process), we discuss how, for a given
degree of nonstationarity,the accuracyof a stationary
approximationmay be affected by the basic system
characteristicsof trafficintensityand system size.
For this purpose, we define a relativeerror measure
for expecteddelay as
Actual E(delay) - StationaryE(delay)
Actual E(delay)
where the stationaryE(delay) is obtainedfrom the stationary M/M/ s model using X= X (see Gross and
Harris, Equation2.50). The relativeerror for expected
queue size and probabilityof delay are analogously
defined.
3.1. The Effect of Amplitude

How is the relativeerror of expecteddelay affectedby
amplitude?Since we alreadyknow that expected delay
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Figure 7. Probabilityof delay versus frequencyof arrivals when s = 1, RA = 1 and p = 0.75.
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increases convexly with amplitude,it follows that the
relative error will increase as well. Figure 8 illustrates
this behavior for a typical case. The most interesting
observationhere is that for all cases in this figure, when
relative amplitudesare greater than 10%, the relative
error is greater than 10%. In all of the models we
studied with a relative amplitudeof 25% or more, the
relativeerrorwas always greaterthan 10%, and usually
significantly so. Since, from a practical perspective,
25% is a rather small degree of nonstationarity,this
finding implies that using the average arrival rate to
estimate expected delays in a system with a time-varying arrivalprocess is likely to be quite misleading.
Figure 9 shows the correspondingrelative error plot
for the probabilityof delay. Though, not unexpectedly,
the errors are smaller (due to the boundednessof this
measure),they too become quite significantfor relative
amplitudesof greaterthan 10%. Thus, again it appears
that using the stationarymodel with the averagearrival
rate is likely to produce unacceptably inaccurate
estimates.
3.2. The Effect of Frequency of Events

A somewhat positive interpretationof our results on
relative error versus relative amplitudeis that using a
model based on the average arrival rate to estimate
expecteddelay is generally fairly accurate(i.e., results
in a relativeerrorof < 10%)if the relativeamplitudeis
< 10%. (We did find some exceptionsto this.) Is therea
similarlysafe event frequency?Our empiricalevidence
says no. Figure 10 shows a typical graph for relative
error versus frequency of events which indicates the
contrary.The relativeerrorcurve rises so steeply that it
is over 12% for ) = 0.05 (i.e., an averageof 1 arrival
every 20 hours-an extremecase indeed, consideringa
cycle length of 24 hours). At X = 0.5, the relativeerror
is already close to its upper bound of about 48.5%.
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Figure 9. Error in probabilityof delay versus relative
amplitude when It = 2 and s = 6.

(Since Pmaxhere is less than 1, the expected queue
length is boundedabove from (7) and thus the relative
errorwill be correspondinglybounded.)
3.3. The Effect of Traffic Intensity

For a fixed level of nonstationarity,i.e., relativeamplitude and frequency,how is the relativeerroraffectedby
trafficintensity?We had first conjecturedthatas congestion increases, the accuracy of the simple stationary
estimatewould get worse. Figure 11 shows that this is
not the case. Indeed, there seems to be no easily predictableeffect due to trafficintensity.
3.4. The Effect of System Size

What is the effect, if any, of increasingsystem size, as
measuredby the numberof servers s, on the accuracyof
the simple stationaryapproximation?
First, our numerical results indicate that, as in stationaryM/M/s systems, for a fixed traffic intensity,delays decrease as s
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an explanationsimilarto the one concerningthe effect of
frequencyof events. As the numberof serversandhence
the arrivalrate increasesmore customersarrive at the
peak of the cycle producing congestion, which then
propagatesthroughoutthe cycle. Conversely,as system
size decreases, the correspondingdecrease in arrivals,
particularlyduringthe peak, attenuatesthe effect of the
nonstationarityand results in delays that are closer to
those arising in the stationarysystem. Of course, it is
importantto note thatat the relativeamplitudesshownin
Figure 12, the relativeerrorsare generallyunacceptably
high even with systemswith only three servers.

Figure 11. Error in expected queue size versus traffic
intensity when RA = 1, i

=

2 and p=

0.25.

increases. However, it was not intuitively clear to us
how the performancein a nonstationarysystem relative
to its stationarycounterpartmightbe affectedby its size.
To explore this, we compared the relative error in
expected delays for queueingsystems in which the service rate and relative amplitudewere held fixed, and
both the number of servers and the arrival rate were
increasedproportionallyso that the traffic intensityremainedconstant.Figure 12 illustratesour general finding that relativeerrorincreasesas system size increases
by showingtwo curves generatedfor our centralcase of
it= 2 and an average traffic intensity of 0.65. This
findingwas confirmedby similargraphsfor modelswith
A 0.2, 2, 20; p = 0.25, 0.5, 0.65, 0.75; and relative
amplitudesof 0.1, 1/3, 2/3 and 1, all of which are
perturbationsfrom our centralcase of i = 2, p = 0.65,
and relativeamplitude= 1/3.
Does it make sense that as the system size increases
the stationaryapproximationbecomes worse? We offer
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4. FINDINGSAND CONJECTURES
The (mostly) empiricalresults describedin this paper
provide very strong evidence of the existence of some
practicallyand theoreticallyimportantstructuralcharacteristics of Markovianqueueing systems with periodic
inputwhich are summarizedhere.
1. Expecteddelay and probabilityof delay increaseas
amplitudeincreases.For expecteddelay, the increase
is convex andthe rateof increaseis steeperfor larger
trafficintensities.
2. Expectedqueue length and probabilityof delay also
increaseas the event frequency,or equivalently,the
cycle length increases. For both measures,we have
proventhatas the event frequencytendstowardzero,
the measuresconverge to the values obtainedfrom
the correspondingstationarymodel based on the average arrivalrate.
3. For systemsin whichthe maximumtrafficintensityis
strictly less than one, the expected queue length
approachesan upperboundgiven by (7) as the event
frequency, or equivalently, the cycle length approachesinfinity, and otherwise,diverges. The probabilityof delay approachesa limit given by (8) as the
event frequencygoes to infinity, even for systems
wherethe instantaneous
trafficintensityexceedsone.
These results have strong implicationsfor using the
average arrival rate in a stationarymodel to estimate
delaysfor time-varyingsystems.For smallsystems(e.g.,
one or two servers)with small relativeamplitudes(e.g.,
less than 10%) and infrequentevents (or equivalently
short cycle lengths), such a stationaryapproximation
may give reasonableestimates.However, relativeerror
increases as each of these parametersincrease and the
sharpestincreasesoccur as event frequencyincreases.In
most systemswe examined,andparticularlythose which
are most likely to approximatereal systems, the relative
errors for both expecteddelay and probabilityof delay
are unacceptablyhigh.
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The convergenceof expectedqueue lengthand probability of delay to (7) and (8), respectively,suggestuse of
those equationsas approximationsto actual behavior.
We explorethis in Greenand Kolesar(1991).
Our choice of a sinusoidalarrival rate function and
exponentialservice times were largely determinedby
issues of computationaland experimentalconvenience.
There is nothingwe know of to indicatethat our basic
findings would not hold in more general models. (We
have proventhatour resulton the convergenceof performancemeasuresto the stationarycase when cycle length
goes to zero holds more generally.Also, Rolski's result
(1986) for single-serversystems holds for more general
arrivaland service processes.) In particular,we conjecture the following:
1. In multiserver queueing systems with periodic
Poisson arrivalprocesses and well behavedcontinuous service distributions(i.e., the first two moments
exist), expecteddelay is convex increasingandprobability of delay is monotone increasing in the
amplitude.
2. For the same class of systems, as arrivalfrequency
per cycle approachesinfinity, expectedqueue length
asymptoticallyapproachesthe upperbound given by
(7) when the instantaneoustraffic intensityis always
strictlyless than one, and otherwise, diverges. Similarly, the probabilityof delay approachesthe upper
boundgiven by (8), but for all cases.
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